Intracellular assembly and sorting of intermediate filament proteins: role of the 42 amino acid lamin insert.
Nuclear and cytoplasmic intermediate filament (IF) proteins segregate into two independent cellular networks by mechanisms that are poorly understood. We examined the role of a 42 amino acid (aa) insert unique to vertebrate lamin rod domains in the coassembly of nuclear and cytoplasmic IF proteins by overexpressing chimeric IF proteins in human SW13+ and SW13- cells, which contain and lack endogenous cytoplasmic IF proteins, respectively. The chimeric IF proteins consisted of the rod domain of human nuclear lamin A/C protein fused to the amino and carboxyl-terminal domains of the mouse neurofilament light subunit (NF-L), which contained or lacked the 42 aa insert. Immunofluorescence microscopy was used to follow assembly and targeting of the proteins in cells. Chimeric proteins that lacked the 42 aa insert colocalized with vimentin, whereas those that contained the 42 aa insert did not. When overexpressed in SW13- cells, chimeric proteins containing the 42 aa formed very short or broken cytoplasmic filaments, whereas chimeric proteins that lacked the insert assembled efficiently into long, stable cytoplasmic filaments. To examine the roles of other structural motifs in intracellular targeting, we added two additional sequences to the chimera, a nuclear localization signal (NLS) and a CAAX motif, which are found in nuclear IF proteins. Addition of an NLS alone or an NLS in combination with the CAAX motif to the chimera with the 42 aa insert resulted in cagelike filament that assembled close to the nuclear envelope and nuclear lamina-like targeting, respectively. Our results suggest that the rod domains of eukaryotic nuclear and cytoplasmic IF proteins, which are related to each other, are still compatible upon deletion of the 42 aa insert of coassembly. In addition, NF-L end domains can substitute for the corresponding lamin domains in nuclear lamina targeting.